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57 ABSTRACT 

A compartmented Bliss-style container including an 
improved wrapper forming a bottom wall, a first pair 
of sidewalls, and a top closure for the container, and 
an insert positioned within the wrapper and forming a 
second pair of sidewalls for the container and a parti 
tion to divide the container into compartments. 

2. Claims, 11 Drawing Figures 
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CONTAINER 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 
This invention relates to containers and, more partic 

ularly, it relates to containers of the Bliss type. Bliss 
type containers have been utilized in the corrugated pa 
perboard container trade for a number of years. The 
Bliss box design has included an outer wrapper having 
three adjacent panels which form the bottom wall and 
two sidewalls of the finished container. Top closing 
flaps have traditionally been attached to the sidewall 
panels to be folded over into parallel relationship with 
the bottom wall for closing of the container. Separate 
wall-forming panels have been inserted into the wrap 
per to close the remaining two sides of the container. 
When it was desired to have a compartmented Bliss 
style container, a separate partition assembly was uti 
lized to divide the space within the container. Thus, to 
achieve a compartmented Bliss style container, the user 
was required to assemble a wrapper, two individual side 
panels, and a partition insert. Generally, the assembly 
of this number of individual components required hand 
assembly and eliminated the possibility of high-speed, 
economical machine assembly. Thus, there has been a 
long-felt need in the corrugated paperboard industry 
for a simplified construction of a compartmented Bliss 
style container which is suitable for machine assembly. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

It is, therefore, the object of this invention to provide 
a compartmented Bliss style container which is an im 
provement over existing structures of this type. The 
unique container of this invention provides an im 
proved wrapper forming a bottom wall, a first pair of 
sidewalls and a top closure for the container and an in 
sert positioned within the wrapper and forming a sec 
ond pair of sidewalls for the container and a partition 
to divide the container into compartments. It is the pro 
vision of an integral partition and sidewall-forming in 
sert member that is felt to be an advance over the prior 
art. The use of the integral partition and wall-forming 
member in combination with the improved wrapper of 
this invention eliminates the need for separate wall 
forming panels in a Bliss style container. This invention 
provides a variety of configurations which are suitable 
as an insert member providing an integral partition and 
wall-forming member. For example, the insert member 
may be formed from a one-piece blank which may be 
folded into an H-shaped structure which provides a pair 
of wall-forming panels and a partition panel. Similarly, 
the insert member may be formed from a pair of U 
shaped members which may be adhesively attached to 
each other to form the wall forming panels and parti 
tion panel. Other objects, features and advantages of 
the subject invention will become apparent upon refer 
ence to the following detailed description of the inven 
tion and the drawing illustrating the preferred embodi 
ments thereof. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 
FIG. 1 is a plan view of a blank for making a Bliss 

style wrapper incorporating the features of this inven 
tion; 
FIG. 2 is a plan view of a blank for making one of the 

unique “U” shaped integral partition and wall-forming 
insert members of this invention; 
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FIG. 3 is an exploded perspective view of the par. 

tially assembled wrapper and insert members formed 
from the blanks of FIGS. 1 and 2; . 
FIG. 4 is a perspective view of the wrapper and insert 

members of FIG.3 after they have been assembled to 
gether; 
FIG. 5 is a perspective view of the closed container 

of this invention; 
FIG. 6 is an end view of the assembled container of 

FIG. 5; 
FIG. 7 is a perspective view of an alternate embodi 

ment of this invention utilizing two U-shaped insert 
members to form the partition and sidewalls; 
FIG. 8 is another alternate embodiment for an inte 

gral partition and wall-forming insert in accordance 
with this invention; and 
FIG. 9 is 'S' shaped embodiment of the partition and 

wall-forming insert of this invention. 
FIG. 10 is a one piece embodiment of an "H" shaped 

partition and wall forming insert; 
FIG. 11 is another embodiment of an "H" shaped. 

one piece partition and wall forming insert of this in 
vention. 

GENERAL DESCRIPTION OF THE INVENTION 
This invention is a container having a wrapper and an 

insert having wall forming panels connected by a parti 
tion piece. The wrapper wall-forming panels form a 
segmented container with at least a bottom and four 
walls. Partitions are important to provide separation for 
bottled products including liquid bleach, soft drinks, or 
fruit drinks packaged in individual plastic or glass con 
tainers. The prior art method of distributing containers 
for such products is to assemble a regular slotted con 
tainer and to insert, usually using manual labor, a plu 
rality of different kinds of partition dividers. 

In the packaging of liquid bleach, for example, a 
manufacturer of plastic containers inserts plastic bot 
tles into a segmented container. The empty plastic bot 
tles are shipped in the container to a bleach manufac 
turer. The cartons are opened and turned upside down 
to be "dumped"; that is to remove the plastic contain 
ers for filling and repackaging. 
This method of shipping is expensive and frequently 

the plastic containers jam as they are being discharged 
from the container. The improved containers of this in 
vention makes it practical to ship blanks for forming 
the container in a flat package from the container man 
ufacturer and ship the plastic containers separately in 
bulk to the bleach manufacturing site. The bleach man 
ufacturer then assembles the container of this inven 
tion. Automatic filling equipment positions the plastic 
bottles into the assembled container. The container of 
this invention makes it practical to ship the container 
blanks in a flat configuration greatly reducing the 
amount of space required to transport them, as con 
trasted with transporting as assembled container. As it 
is an art practice to engage trucking services on the 
basis of volume rather than weight, it is must more eco 
nomical to ship blanks in their flat configuration and to 
assemble them at the job site. 
The preferred embodiment of a container of this in 

vention comprises a wrapper, an insert piece and, in 
some embodiments, closure panels. 
Each of the components is preferably made from cor 

rugated paper; however, other lightweight sheet mate 
rials which are flexible enough to be bent may also be 
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used to make the container. FIG. 1 shows a blank from 
which one embodiment of the wrapper is constructed. 
Sheet material is slit and lined to form three foldably 
connected panels comprising bottom panel 11; first 
side panel 12, second side panel 13, both panels com 
prising a first pair of sidewalls, and closure panels 14 
and 15. Attachment tabs 16, 17, 18, 19 and 20 are fold 
ably attached to portions of the free edges on the length 
dimension of the blank. The attachment tabs of the clo 
sure panel and bottom panel do not extend the entire 
length of the panel to which they are attached. Their 
ends are cut Square to the length side, forming a square 
corner. A blank (FIG. 1) is folded at right angles along 
the fold lines 26 and 27, 28 and 29 to form a wrapper 
FIG. (3). First side panel 12 is foldably connected 
along line 27 to bottom panel 11. Second side panel 21 
is foldably connected to the bottom panels along line 
26. Closure panel 15 is connected to panel 13 along 
line 29. Second closure panel 14 is connected to an 
edge of the first side panel along line 28. This embodi 
ment has one closure panel longer than the other to 
provide an offset abutment. Other embodiments do not 
utilize closure panels. A blank (FIG. 2) of foldable ma 
terial is formed to provide a “U” shaped insert 30 hav 
ing wall forming panels 32 and 33 connected by parti 
tion member 31. Two such inserts positioned in a back 
to-back relationship form a double “U” shaped insert 
shown in FIG. 3. 
A partially assembled container is shown in FIG. 3 

and a completely assembled container in FIG. 4. Insert 
piece 30 comprises partition forming panels 31, 31a 
and wallforming panels 32, 32a, 33 and 33a. FIG. 4 
shows the assembled container from the wrapper and 
two 'U' shaped insert pieces positioned within the 
wrapper, wall panels 32,32a, 33 and 33a of the inserts 
forming a second pair of walls for the container. 
FIG. 6 is an end view of an assembled container illus 

trating the abutting relationship between attachment 
tab 16, and tabs 17 and 18, providing a rigid relation 
ship between the insert and the wrapper. The insert 
wall panels form a second pair of walls of the container 
and the partition provides a segmented interior for the 
container. The wall forming panels of the insert are fas 
tened to the wrapper tabs using adhesive, glue, staples 
or other means. 
The container of this invention reduces the use of pa 

perboard or other material. It is now possible to make 
more wrappers from the same quantity of material for 
merly required to make a Bliss style box of equivalent 
volume resulting in a substantial savings of paperboard 
material. By properly orienting the layout of the wrap 
per in a sheet of material, it is now possible to eliminate 
wasted paperboard material and to gain lower cost in 
a savings of paperboard, which is, of course, an end 
product of the pulping processes of trees. The blanks 
can be arranged on standard sized corrugated board 
sheets. 
FIG. 3. shows two 'U' shaped insert pieces placed in 

apposition with their connecting partition panels 31 
and 31a in a surface-to-surface relationship. FIG. 7 
shows another embodiment using two 'U' shaped par 
titions, to form an insert piece, providing sidewall pan 
els for a container. 
The novel construction of using the insert piece pan 

els to provide walls to replace the separate panels used 
in the prior art Bliss style container, provides an advan 
tage in shipping the container from the manufacturing 
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4. 
site to the customer site, reduces the consumption of 
corrugated paperboard and provides a stronger ship 
ping container. 
A number of other embodiments of insert pieces or 

partition pieces are disclosed in FIGS. 8-11 providing 
a variety of configurations for segmentation so as to 
package bottle and jugged products. 
FIG. 8 shows an insert piece having partition member 

60 and wall panels 61 and 62. 
FIG. 9 shows an insert in the form of an 'S' shaped 

insert piece having partition member 63 and wall 
forming panels 66 and 67. 
A wrapper is formed from a blank and is folded as 

shown along the fold lines forming a bottom, a first pair 
of side panels and attachment tabs. The attachment 
tabs are folded at 90 to their supporting panels along 
the fold lines, as shown to form a wrapper which has a 
plurality of tabs projecting at about a 90° angle to the 
respective supporting panel shown in FIG. 3. An insert 
is positioned into the assembled wrapper as shown and 
forms a second pair of sidewalls for the container. 

In some embodiments of the invention one closure 
panel is substantially longer than the other panel so as 
to offset the closure abutment of the panel away from 
the partition piece. This offset closure panel arrange 
ment provides strength to the container when the dou 
ble “U” shaped inserts are used and the partition form 
ing panels are not glued together. 
The wrapper and various inserts of this invention pro 

vide a strong, low cost container which can be shipped 
flat and easily assembled at the customer's site. 

I claim: 
1. A compartmented Bliss-style container compris 

ing, in combination: a wrapper formed from foldable 
sheet material and including a bottom wall, a first pair 
of sidewalls connected to opposite edges of the bottom 
wall and positioned perpendicularly to the bottom wall, 
a pair of top closure flaps foldably attached to the 
upper free edges of said first pair of sidewalls, and at 
tachment tabs foldably connected to the opposite free 
edges of the bottom wall, the first pair of sidewalls and 
the top closure flaps, and an insert formed from fold 
able sheet material and positioned within said wrapper, 
said insert including a pair of partition panels foldably 
attached to each other and folded so as to be in face-to 
face engagement to form a partition member, and wall 
forming panels hingedly attached to the opposite ends 
of each of said partition panels and positioned perpen 
dicularly to said partition panels to form a second pair 
of sidewalls for said container, said attachment tabs on 
said bottom wall, said first pair of sidewalls, and said 
top closure flaps being folded into engagement with 
said second pair of sidewalls, and one of said pair of top 
closure flaps being substantially larger than the other of 
said top closure flaps so as to overlie at least a portion 
of each wall-forming panel of said second pair of side 
walls. 

2. A compartmented Bliss-style container as set forth 
in claim 1, wherein the attachment tabs connected to 
the opposite free edges of said bottom wall are of suffi 
ciently less width than said bottom wall so as to be 
spaced inwardly from the opposite edges of the bottom 
wall a distance substantially equal to the width of the 
attachment tabs connected to opposite free edges of 
said first pair of sidewalls and the attachment tabs con 
nected to the opposite free edges of the top closure 
flaps are of sufficiently less width than said top closure 
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flaps, so as to be spaced inwardly from the foldably at 
tached edges of said top closure flaps a distance sub 
stantially equal to the width of the attachment tabs con 
nected to the opposite free edges of said first pair of 

6 
ing the full width of said first pair of sidewalls so as to 
be located in the spaces created at the ends of the other 
attached tabs when all of said attachment tabs are 
folded into engagement with said second pair of side 

sidewalls, and said attachment tabs connected to the 5 walls. 
opposite free edges of said first pair of sidewalls extend 
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